Findr


Discover what the internet knows about you.
Using only an email address it is possible to retrieve a lot of information
about its owner. Findr provides pictures, links to social media and, depending if the
email didn’t have secure security settings, the location of the person.
Findr is available on iPhone and iPad (Launched: February 2nd 2017)
The application is free for anyone to download and use. Certain information, like location data,
is available for a $2.99 fee.
“I built Findr to solve the problem of internet safety. Everyone should be informed of what the
internet knows about you
and your friends.”
-Founder Kenny Batista
How it works:
Demo video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wA2FesTbo5g

Simply input an e-mail address.
Findr will then filter through social media web pages in
order to find out more about the owner.
We then gather data from web images that are related.
We use IP protocols in order to locate the area where the
e-mail was created and places it is accessed.
Lastly, We will report all information that is found
pertaining to the e-mail address.

Notable Links:
Trending as Top 5 on Product Hunt ( 225,000 Twitter followers )
Product page: https://www.producthunt.com/posts/findr-2
Tweet: https://twitter.com/ProductHunt/status/827683095155449856

Review article and tweet from wwwhatsnew.com (103,000 Twitter followers)
Article:
http://wwwhatsnew.com/2017/02/03/una-app-que-nos-dice-parte-de-la-informacion-que-internet
-sabe-sobre-nosotros/?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=facebook - Click on the translate
button!
Tweet: https://twitter.com/wwwhatsnew/status/827511366168612866
App of the week at idownloadblog
http://www.idownloadblog.com/2017/02/04/apps-of-the-week-february-4/

Future Plans:
The application has been out for less than a week and we are seeing a massive spike in growth.
We received over 2,000 downloads on the first day of release. We’re just excited as you are to
see users finding the application helpful. Future plans include accepting telephone numbers as
search input and retrieving information from it.

###
If you would like to learn more about Findr or would like to schedule an interview, please
contact:
Name: Kenny Batista
E-mail: kennybatista7@gmail.com
Twitter Handle: @kennybatista
To download the app:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/findr-find-your-online-personal/id1201439669?mt=8

Download Images :
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B20WEd4fxYYsQ016eDY0WmZwY3M?usp=sharing

